Warning: Major changes have been made.

**Education, Theory and Practice**

*Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.*

**Welcome:** Opening remarks – (Karena Kyne)

---

**Phil Gilbert** - General Manager of IBM Design
- *The Art of War: Accelerating innovation by scaling the design mindset.*

**Compelling Transformations of Traditional Organisations.**
- Ben Zweibelson, Phil Gilbert, TBC
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.**

---

**War as a Continuation of Creativity by Other Means.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Dr Dan Oberg - Associate Professor of War Studies
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Lunch**

---

**An Emergence of Design Education.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Dr Philippe Beaulieu-Brossard, Nathan Schwagler, Lt.-Col David Major
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**An Innovative Debate on Warfare as Design.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Joe Blackburn, Ben Crompton, Anna Dyson, Alex Grayson, Frankie Page

**Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.**

---

**Innovative Conceptualisations in Design Education.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Ben Zweibelson** - Program Director for Special Operations Forces
- *Trojan Horse: 5 postmodern concepts.*

**End**

---

**Contemporary Defence Concerns**

*Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.*

**Welcome:** Opening remarks – (Karena Kyne)

---

**Dr Antoine Bousquet** - Reader in International Relations at Hollowell College
- *Cunning Intelligences of Design.*

**Practical Application in Global Campaigns.**
- Col. Jeremiah Monk - US Special Operations Command
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.**

---

**Innovative Design in Contemporary Defence.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Lt.-Col. Jeffrey van der Veer, Dr James Greer, Ron Mommel
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Epistemology, Ontology and Ethics.**
- Dr James Rosie - Senior Analyst at Dstl
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Lunch**

---

**Innovative Conceptualisations in Design Education.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Networking / Social event.**
- The Essence of Design: Play, Divergent Thought and Disruption

**Conference Black Tie Dinner**
- Pre-dinner drinks at 7pm, followed by a VIP speaker and a 3 course evening meal.

---

**Past, Present & Future**

*Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.*

**Welcome:** Opening remarks – (Karena Kyne)

---

**Luke Olsen** - Programme Director of ‘MEng Engineering and Architecture Design’
- *Tribal Gathering: The Radical re-design of Engineering and Architecture education in readiness for future Ecologies.*

**Social Acupuncture: Disrupting the Economies of Conflict.**
- Dr. Orit Gal - Strategy and Complexity, Regent's University.
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Tea, Coffee & Refreshments.**

---

**The Pace of Change & the Future of Design.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Donua Dupont, Dr. Aaron Jackson, Nicholas Taylor
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Lunch**

---

**Big Data 2040: Threats and Opportunities.**
- (They Talk panel - 40 minutes)
  - Dr James Rosie - Senior Analyst at Dstl
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**The Need for Full Spectrum Cyber Exercises.**
- Dr. Adrian Venables - Maritime Cyber Security.
  - Followed by 20 minute audience Q&A

**Considerations for the Future.**
- Prof. Paul Taylor, Director of CREST & Security Lancaster
  - Closing comments.

---

**End**

---

Agenda correct at time of publishing. Programme of events and scheduled speakers subject to changes.